Profile control in surface amine gradients prepared by controlled-rate infusion.
Surface amine gradients that exhibit a wide variety of profiles, including those that incorporate spatially distinct regions having steep and gradual variations in chemical functionality, have been prepared by the sol-gel process using a controlled-rate infusion method. In this work, a substrate that incorporates dimethyl and Si-OH groups is temporally modified with an aminoalkoxysilane (NH(2)(CH(2))(3)Si(OC(2)H(5))(3)) to build a gradient film for which the amine content changes over a 10-20 mm distance. Both X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and contact angle measurements confirm the presence of a chemical gradient across the surface of the film. As expected, a greater density of amine functionalities and lower contact angle were found at the bottom of the gradient relative to the top. The local steepness of the gradient was systematically controlled by changing the rate of infusion. Fast rates of infusion created gradient surfaces where the amine content changed slowly along the surface and never reached saturation, whereas slow rates of infusion formed a surface exhibiting a steep rise in amine content followed by saturation. The steepness of the gradient was also changed at predefined positions along its length by programming the rate of infusion. Gradients prepared using six-step, three-step, and two-step programmed infusion rates are shown. The data fit nicely to a kinetic model that assumes first-order kinetics. The ability to manipulate the gradient profile is particularly vital for applications that rely on mass transport and/or those that require spatial control of gradient properties.